ENGAGEMENT LEADERSHIP
PROGRAMME
You may not know much about PiXL. Your school is part of the PiXL Family yet we know many of our schools that
have Heads of Department with little experience of how PiXL might help them. We are offering to be whatever
help we can. Sir John (Founder Director) and Will Smith (PiXL Leader) have prepared this Programme personally
and will oversee its implementation with an Engagement Leadership Team. Please consider this opportunity
carefully.
What would you be involved in?
- A Programme of 10 Modules sharing key PiXL principles which offer step by step advice, guidance and practical
resources for Heads of Department
- A personalised programme to go through at your own pace
- It will usually be linked or overseen by an overseer (OEL) in your school (possibly the OEL might be the Raising
Standards Leader, RSL)
- You would be required to go through each of the stages…(reading preamble, watching the video associated with
each Module, responding to recommendations, reporting back to your overseer stage by stage)
- Validation and recognition and accreditation leading to a PiXL Engagement Leadership Certificate sent from The
School of PiXL Leadership
Costs
- The cost for an individual Engager would pay £70 plus VAT
- If a school sign 5 Engagers then the cost reduces to a total of £300 plus VAT (saving £50)
Assessment mechanism
The leadership programme comprises 10 video modules
For each module there will be:
1. Preamble
2. Video (8-10 minutes)
3. Response to video - Smith Engagement Pro-forma (SEP)
4. Activity definition (from SEP)
5. Assessment by overseer (in order for outcomes to be validated validated)- not applicable for individual
applicants
Once all modules have been completed a PiXL Summary Evaluation sheet is written by the overseer and sent to
the PiXL Engagement Leadership Office. Our Leadership Team will make final adjudication about the award of the
PiXL Engagement Leadership Certificates.
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